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Abstract

We investigate the scalability of feedback in multicast
communication and propose a new method of probabilis-
tic feedback based on exponentially distributed timers. By
analysis and simulation for up to 106 receivers we show
that feedback implosion is avoided while feedback latency
is low. The mechanism is robust against the loss of feed-
back messages and works well in case of homogeneous
and heterogeneous delays. We apply the feedback mecha-
nism to reliable multicast and compare it to existing timer-
based feedback schemes. Our mechanism achieves lower
NAK latency for the same performance in terms of NAK
suppression. No topological information of the network is
used and data delivery is the only support required from
the network. The mechanism adapts to a dynamic number
of receivers and leads to a stable performance for implo-
sion avoidance and feedback latency.

Keywords: Feedback, Multicast, Reliable Multicast, Per-
formance Evaluation, Extreme Value Theory.

1 Introduction

Multicast communication is gaining in importance with
the deployment of Multicast in the Internet and with the
increasing number of satellites. A major challenge in mul-
ticast communication is thefeedback implosion that oc-
curs when a large number of receivers sends feedback to
the sender.

In this paper we investigate feedback of groups of up to
106 receivers towards a single sender as needed for:

� Reliable multicast: Reliable multicast guarantees the
delivery of data from the sender to every receiver.
Feedback messages (FBMs) are needed in order to
signal the loss (NAK), or the successful reception of
data (ACK).

� Estimation of the number of receivers: is required to
stop transmission, when no receivers are listening, to
adapt scalable protocols to the number of receivers,
e.g. by adjusting the amount of FEC [1], or to adjust
the period of periodic control message emission.

The amount of potential feedback increases linearly
with the number of receivers and may lead to a high traf-
fic concentration at the sender, wasted bandwidth, and
high processing requirements. Feedback implosion im-
poses high requirements to the mechanism forfeedback
implosion avoidance. Several solutions exist for implo-
sion avoidance based on hierarchies, timers, tokens, and
probing, see section 7 on related work.

Very little work [2, 3, 4] was done on the analysis of
timer-based schemes for multicast feedback. We give an
analytical foundation of timer-based feedback where the
timer choice, the sender-receiver delays, and the delays
between receivers can be modeled by arbitrary distribu-
tions. The analysis allows to compute:

� The expected numberE[X ] of FBMs returned to the
sender.

� The expected feedback delayE[M ] due to the
timers.

We propose a new probabilistic feedback method for
multicast based on exponentially distributed timers and



show by analysis and simulation for up to106 receivers
that feedback implosion is avoided. We show the robust-
ness of our mechanism to loss of FBMs, to homogeneous
delays, and to heterogeneous delays.

We further evaluate our mechanism in the context of re-
liable multicast with respect to NAK implosion avoidance
and to NAK latency. A comparison of our mechanism
to existing timer-based feedback schemes shows that the
feedback latency of our mechanism is lower for the same
performance in NAK suppression.

Our mechanism requires very little state and has a low
computational complexity at every receiver – independent
of the group size. No knowledge about the network topol-
ogy, nor support from the network is required to allow for
implosion avoidance.

Using an estimate of the numberR of receivers, our
feedback mechanism allows to adjust the average number
of FBMs returned to any value larger than one by trading
off fewer FBMs for an increased feedback latency. Esti-
mating the number of receivers is outside the scope of this
paper; the interested reader is referred to [5, ch. 5], [6],
and [7].

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
present an analysis for timer-based feedback schemes. In
section 3 we evaluate the performance for reliable multi-
cast feedback. Section 4 shows the robustness of timer-
based feedback for loss and heterogeneous delays. The
control of the amount of feedback is discussed in section
5. How to use the timer-based feedback scheme for net-
works providing only a unicast feedback channels is dis-
cussed in section 6. Section 7 discusses the work in the
context of related work and section 8 concludes the work.

2 Timer-based Feedback

Consider the case where a sender needs to receive at least
one FBM fromR receivers and where the total number of
FBMs returned should be small in order to avoidfeedback
implosion.

We consider a feedback mechanism withfeedback sup-
pression: A receiver that receives a FBM of another re-
ceiver will suppress its own feedback sending. FBMs
are sent on a multicast feedback channel to be received
at other receivers. If every receiver delays its multicast
feedback sending by a random time, feedback implosion

can be avoided. In section 6 the necessary modifications
are given for the case where receivers return feedback via
unicast.

Our timer-based feedback mechanism works as fol-
lows:

1. The sender multicasts arequest for feedback
(I; �; T ) to theR receivers.I is the identification for
the feedback round,� a parameter of the feedback
algorithm, andT the interval size.

2. Receiveri receives therequest (I; �; T ) afterdi time
units and schedules aexponentially distributed
timer zi in the interval[0; T ]. The parameter for
the truncated exponential distribution is�. When the
timerzi expires, receiveri:

� sends the feedback message FBM(I; zi) back
to the sender if no other FBM(I; zj) was re-
ceived byi.

� suppresses its feedback, if a FBM(I; zj) of
some other receiverj was received before (see
figure 1 for an illustration of the suppression
of i’s feedback); this requires thatj sends its
feedback earlier thani and that the delayd i;j
between receiveri and receiverj is such that:

di + zi > dj + zj + di;j

3. On the receipt of the FBMs, the sender computes an
estimateR̂ for the number of receivers, using the
knowledge about the timer settings of all receivers
i that returned feedbackzi; �; T , see [5, ch. 5].

4. The sender computesT and� for the nextrequest
for feedback based onR̂ and its requirement for the
feedback latency and the mean number of FBMs it
wants to receive.

The SRM protocol [3] uses a similar mechanism for the
sending of NAKs,with two major differences: First, SRM
uses auniformly distributed timer choice zi from an in-
terval that depends on the sender-receiver delayd i. Sec-
ond, SRM prevents loss of FBMs by scheduling a second
request via an exponential back-off in a larger interval in
the future.

In the following, we analyze the expected number
E[X ] of FBMs returned to the sender fromR receivers
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Figure 1: The timing for the feedback and the suppression
of receiveri’s FBM.

and the expected feedback latencyE[M ] due to timers,
when FBMs are not subject to loss. In section 4 we in-
vestigate the performance under loss of FBMs. First, we
introduce the following random variables:

Di - one-way delay between the
sender and receiveri. The delay
paths are symmetric andDi ex-
presses also the one-way delay be-
tween receiveri and the sender.

Zi - time receiveri delays its feed-
back.

Vi = Di + Zi - the time between the sending of
the request for feedback and the
time the timer expires ati.

Di;j - one–way delay between receiver
i and receiverj. The delay paths
are symmetric andDi;j = Dj;i.

Wi;j = Vj+Di;j - time between the sending of the
request for feedback and the re-
ception ofj’s feedback ati.

Xi - Bernoulli r.v., describes the num-
ber of FBMs from receiveri, either
0, or 1.

X =
PR

i=1Xi - total number of FBMs received
at the sender from the group of re-
ceivers.

The densitiesfDi
(di) and fDi;j

(di;j) describe the de-
lay di of receiveri to the sender and the delayd i;j be-
tween two receiversi; j. Different timer choices and timer
choices dependent on the source-receiver delayd i can be
compared in their performance when the density for the

timer choice is kept general:

fZijDi
(zijdi) (1)

Then, the density ofVi = Di +Zi can be calculated by a
transform changing variables [8, ch. 6.3], resulting in:

fVi(vi) =

Z 1

�1

fDi
(si) � fZijDi

(vi � sijsi)dsi (2)

The same way the density ofWi;j = Di;j +Vi can be de-
rived. SinceDi;j andVi are independent, the joint density
is given by:

fDi;j ;Vi(di;j ; vi) = fDi;j
(di;j) � fVi(vi)

Such that the density ofWi;j using the transform in [8,
ch. 6.3] is given by:

fWi;j
(wi;j) =

Z 1

�1

fDi;j ;Vi(si;j ; wi;j � si;j)dsi;j (3)

We assume delaysDi, andDi;j to be independent among
receivers. For a single request for feedback, the Bernoulli
random variableXi describes whether the FBM from re-
ceiver i is sent (Xi = 1) or not (Xi = 0). Receiveri
sends feedback only when no other receiverj suppresses
the feedback ofi. The probability for receiveri sending
feedback is:

P (Xi = 1) =

Z 1

0

fVi(vi)

RY
j=1;i6=j

(1� FWi;j
(vi)) dvi

(4)
The analysis of the timer settings given above is valid for
arbitrary delay distributions ofDi andDi;j .

For a better understanding of the timer mechanism
and the feedback suppression we will first consider the
case where thedelays are homogeneous: All receivers
i = 1; : : : ; R have the same delaydi = c from the sender
and the same delaydi;j = c to any other receiverj:

fDi
(di) = �(di � c) fDi;j

(di;j) = �(di;j � c) (5)

In section 4.2 we analyze the timer mechanism for hetero-
geneous delays.

We consider the case whereall receiversi = 1; : : : ; R

choose a timer out of an interval[0; T ] – independent of
the delaydi between sender and receiver:

fZijDi
(zijdi) = fZi

(zi) ; zi 2 [0; T ] (6)
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We are especially interested in the minimal timer,
which is the one expiring first. LetM = minRi=1fZig be
the random variable describing the minimal timer. Since
theZi are identically and independently distributed, the
distribution of the minimal timer is given by [9, ch 2]:

FM (m) = P (M � m) = 1� (1� FZi
(m))R

Our performance measures for evaluating the timer
mechanisms are:

� The expected feedback latency E[M ] due to the
timer mechanism, given by the minimal timer:

E[M ] =

Z T

0

(1� FM (m)) dm (7)

� The expected number E[X ] of FBMs at the sender
given as:

E[X ] =

RX
i=1

E(Xi) = RP (Xi = 1) (8)

Using these two performance measures, three different
distributions for the timer choice are examined in terms of
feedback suppression and feedback latency: Theuniform
distribution, thebeta distribution, and theexponential
distribution.

2.1 Uniformly Distributed Timers

A uniformly distributed timer choice out of the interval
[0; T ] for receiveri is given by the density:

fZi
(zi) =

8<
:

1

T
; 0 � zi � T

0 ; otherwise

(9)

The expected numberE[X ] of FBMs is:

E[X ] =

(
R ; c � T > 0

1 +
c

T
R�

� c
T

�R
; 0 < c < T

(10)

The expected feedback latencyE[M ] due to the uniform
distributed timer choice is:

E[M ] =
T

R+ 1
(11)
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Figure 2: Expected numberE[X ] of FBMs for uniform
distributed timer choice from intervals of sizeT =

c; 2c; 5c; 10c; 104c for R receivers.

Let the interval sizeT be a multiple of the delayc be-
tween receivers. For a large numberR of receivers, the
expected number of FBMs isE[X ] � c

T
R and thus in-

creases linearly with the number of receivers, see figure
2. The feedback latency Eq. (11) on the other hand de-
creases withR, see figure 3. As already reported in [3],
this means that there exists a tradeoff between suppression
and latency. The approximationc

T
R for E[X ] and the

feedback latency Eq. (11) show the occurrence of a rea-
sonable tradeoff between the two considerations around
T = Rc.

Figure 4 illustrates how suppression works: All re-
ceivers independently set their timers in the interval[0; T ].
All k receivers that set their timer in the interval[m;m+c]

will send feedback. The otherR�k receivers with timers
zi > m+cwill suppress their feedback sending, since the
FBM of the receiver with the minimum timerm reaches
them before their timer expires.

For a uniform timer choice, theonly way to adapt the
feedback mechanism to the numberR of receivers is to
change the interval sizeT , which makes the performance
of the scheme dependent on the accuracy of the receiver
estimate:

� If the numberR of receivers is overestimated, the
interval sizeT will be chosen too large and a high
feedback latency will be encountered.
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Figure 3: Expected feedback latencyE[M ] for uniform
distributed timer choice from intervals of sizeT =

c; 2c; 5c; 10c; 104c for R receivers.
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Figure 4: Timer Setting.

� If the numberR of receivers is underestimated, the
small interval sizeT will lead to a feedback implo-
sion.

An alternative to theuniform distributed timer choice and
to the difficulties arising from the need to carefully choose
the interval sizeT is to change the shape of the distribu-
tion. Fixing the interval size gives a bound on the feed-
back delay. In order to also achieve a low number of
FBMs, the minimal timer needs to be separated as far as
possible from the mass of the timer settings. Therefore,
the following properties are desirable for the densityfZi

determining the timer choice:

� The minimal timer is separated from other timers by
enabling a few timers to be set in a broad range and
by grouping most timer settings in a small range.

� Feedback suppression is not sensitive to errors in the

receiver estimate.

We investigate two other distributionsfZi
for the timer

choice: thebeta distribution and theexponential distri-
bution. Both distributions have parameters that allow us
to change the shape of the distribution.

2.2 Beta Distributed Timers

The beta distribution [10] has two parametersa andb. For
parametersb = 1; a � 1 a beta distributed timer choice
on the interval[0; T ] is given by the density:

fZi
(zi) =

8><
>:

a

T

�zi
T

�a�1
0 � zi � T;

0; otherwise

(12)

Fora = 1 the beta distribution equals the uniform dis-
tribution. The weight of the density shifts towardsT with
an increasinga and results in a dense timer setting at high
values.

The expected numberE[X ] of FBMs for a beta dis-
tributed timer choice is:

E[X ] = R ; c � T > 0

E[X ] = R
� c
T

�a
; 0 < c < T (13)

+ Ra

Z
1

c=T

xa�1
�
1�

�
x�

c

T

�a�R�1
dx

The feedback latency of Eq. (7) is given as:

E[M ] = T

Z
1

0

(1�ma)
R
dm (14)

Figure 5 shows the suppression performance of the beta
distribution with parametera = 10 for different interval
sizesT = c; 2c; 5c; 10c. First, we observe that suppres-
sion is achieved by beta distributed timers for a wide range
of numbers of receiversR. Second, a moderate interval
size T = 10c is sufficient to keep the expected num-
ber of FBMsE[X ] < 15 for up to 105 receivers. As a
consequence, feedback suppression with beta distributed
timer choice is, compared with uniform distributed timers,
less sensitive to an error in the estimate of the number of
receivers. Also the feedback latency of beta distributed
timers, shown in figure 6, is relatively insensitive to an
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Figure 5: Expected numberE[X ] of FBMs for beta dis-
tributed timer with parametera = 10 from intervals of
sizeT = c; 2c; 5c; 10c for R receivers.

error in the estimate ofR: For T = 10c, the feedback
latency varies only by4c for the range from100 to 106

receivers.
As in the case of uniformly distributed timers, a trade-

off exists between the numberE[X ] of FBMs and the
feedback latencyE[M ]: the price to pay for good feed-
back suppression is an increase of the feedback latency.

Next, we study the performance of different beta distri-
butions by varying parametera. Figure 7 shows the im-
pact of parametera on suppression forR = 104 receivers,
the corresponding feedback latency is shown in figure 8.
We observe from figure 7 that the expected numberE[X ]

of FBMs is convex ina with a minimum at someao. For
a > ao the number of FBMs is increasing witha, since
the timer settings are forced on a narrow range close to
T . The feedback latencyE[M ] indicates that the minimal
timerm also moves towardsT with an increasinga > ao.
As a result, the timer settings of an increasing number of
receivers fall in the interval[m;m + c] and the number
E[X ] of FBMs increases.

Fora < ao the minimal timer is close to0 and the other
timers are not well separated from the minimal timer, re-
sulting in feedback implosion.

We further observe from figure 7 that the minimalE[X ]

at ao does not depend on the interval sizeT , whenT is
large enough. Therefore optimal suppression is achieved
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Figure 6: Expected feedback latencyE[M ] for beta dis-
tributed timer with parametera = 10 from intervals of
sizeT = c; 2c; 5c; 10c for R receivers.

by minimizingE[X ] for a given numberR of receivers,
not taking the interval sizeT into account. Onceao is de-
termined for optimal suppression, the interval sizeT can
be used to trade-off feedback latency (Eq. (14)) against
suppression (Eq. (13)).

In section 3 we will look at the question if a better sup-
pression is achieved by beta distributed timers or by uni-
form distributed timers, given the feedback latency is the
same in both cases. We now investigate the exponential
distribution.

2.3 Exponentially Distributed Timers

The exponential distribution has one parameter� and is
defined from�1 to 1. A truncated exponentially dis-
tributed timer choice in the interval[0; T ] is given by the
density:

fZi
(zi) =

8><
>:

1

e� � 1
�
�

T
e
�
T
zi ; 0 � zi � T

0; ; otherwise

(15)

As with the beta distribution, the weight of the density
shifts towardsT with an increasing� and results in a
dense timer setting at high values, see figure 9.
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Figure 7: Expected numberE[X ] of FBMs, dependence
on parametera for intervals of sizeT = 2c; 5c; 10c for
R = 104 receivers.

The expected numberE[X ] of FBMs is:

E[X ] = R ; c � T > 0

E[X ] = R
e�

c
T � 1

e� � 1
; 0 < c < T (16)

� e�
c
T

 �
1� e��

c
T

1� e��

�R
� 1

!

The feedback latency is:

E[M ] = T

Z
1

0

�
1�

e�m � 1

e� � 1

�R
dm (17)

Figure 10 shows the suppression performance of an ex-
ponentially distributed timer choice with parameter� =

10. We observe aconstant suppression performance for
a wide range of number of receivers. For an interval size
T = 10c, suppression results in an expected number of
FBMs E[X ] < 3:5 for up to 104 receivers. Therefore,
exponentially distributed timers outperform uniform and
beta distributed timers: their suppression performance is
less sensitive to a poor estimate ofR. This can be seen by
comparing figure 2 and figure 5.

For more than104 receivers,� = 10 is too small to sep-
arate the minimal timer from all other timers. The feed-
back latency shown in figure 11 goes to zero, and an in-
creasing number of receivers fall in the interval[m;m+c],
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Figure 8: Expected feedback latencyE[M ], dependent
on parametera from intervals of sizeT = 2c; 5c; 10c for
R = 104 receivers.
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Figure 9: Timer Setting.

resulting in an increasing number of FBMs, as indicated
in figure 10.

For the uniform and the beta distribution we observed a
trade-off between suppression and feedback latency with
the interval sizeT . This trade-off exists also for exponen-
tially distributed timers, as shown in figures 10 and 11.

The impact of parameter� on suppression is shown in
figure 12. As for beta distributed timers,E[X ] is again a
convex function with a minimum at some�o. We observe
that the minimal number of FBMs with exponentially dis-
tributed timers is lower than the minimal number of FBMs
with beta distributed timers for the same interval sizeT .
This is seen by comparing figure 12 and figure 7.

As with beta distributed timers, the minimalE[X ] is
nearly independent of the interval sizeT , if T is large
enough (see figure 12). The feedback latency dependency
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Figure 10: Expected numberE[X ] of FBMs forexponen-
tially distributed timer choice with parameter� = 10

from intervals of sizeT = c; 2c; 5c; 10c for R receivers.

on�, shown in figure 13 exhibits the same behavior: For
different interval sizes,T , the feedback latency converges
to 0 around the same�. Therefore,�o for optimal sup-
pression can be determined with the number of receivers,
regardless of the interval sizeT . In section 5 the choice
of the parameters� andT is further investigated.

We can draw the following conclusions regarding feed-
back suppression for the three distributions evaluated:

� It is possible to avoid feedback implosion with prob-
abilistic timers by a parametric distribution for the
timer choice, while keeping the interval sizeT small.
As a consequence, the feedback latency is small.

� The beta and exponential distribution are less sensi-
tive to poor estimates of the number of receivers than
is the uniform distribution:

Dynamic changes in the number of receivers by or-
ders of magnitude do not lead to feedback implosion
and have only a minor effect on feedback latency
with beta and exponential distributions.

� The parameter of the beta and exponential distribu-
tion can be adjusted for a desired suppression behav-
ior in a tradeoff with feedback latency.

� Exponentially distributed timers outperform uniform
and beta distributed timers for feedback suppression.
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Figure 11: Expected feedback latencyE[M ] for expo-
nentially distributed timer choice with parameter� =

10 from intervals of sizeT = c; 2c; 5c; 10c for R re-
ceivers.

In the next section we evaluate the performance of
the three timer schemes in the context of reliable mul-
ticast feedback and will take a close look on the trade-
off between latency and suppression for the three timer
schemes.

3 Reliable Multicast Feedback

Different applications exist where feedback should be so-
licited fast from a subgroup of unknown size:

� A server selection process. From a large numberR

of servers only those being idle should respond to a
request for a task assignment.

� Multicast flow control. FromR receivers, only the
Rl receivers that cannot keep up with the sending
rate should respond.

� Access Control. A large numberR of stations are
connected to a medium that is limited in access. A
monitor controls the access to the medium and polls
all R stations for the interest in access. Only the sub-
group ofRl stations wishing to access the medium
responds.
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Figure 12: Expected numberE[X ] of FBMs forexponen-
tially distributed timer choice, dependent on parameter
� from intervals of sizeT = 2c; 5c; 10c for R = 104

receivers.

We focus on reliable multicast feedback. In re-
liable multicast communication, negative acknowledg-
ments (NAK) are shown to achieve a higher throughput
performance than positive acknowledgments (ACK) [11].
Unfortunately, the meaning of an ACK is coupled with
the receivers identity, and feedback suppression is there-
fore not possible for ACKs. NAKs on the other hand are
redundant feedback and can be suppressed: a single NAK
received by the sender is sufficient, given that the retrans-
missions are multicast.

The subgroup of receivers that are potential NAK
senders depends on the loss of data packets. The subgroup
consists of all receivers that detect a loss and subsequently
want to send a NAK. Without a priori knowledge of loss,
the numberRl of receivers in this subgroup is unknown
and may vary from0 to R. Feedback implosion must be
avoided for theworst case whereall R receivers want to
send a NAK. Loss measurements [12] on the Internet have
shown that this worst case is not unusual.

Let Rl be a fixed number of receivers out of allR re-
ceivers that lost data. In the following we evaluate feed-
back latency and chooseRl to be1% of all R receivers,
corresponding to a packet loss probability ofp = 10�2

and an average number ofpR potential NAK senders out
of R receivers.
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Figure 13: Expected feedback latencyE[M ], dependent
on parameter� from intervals of sizeT = 2c; 5c; 10c for
R = 104 receivers.

We examine the timer distributions for:

� NAK implosion in the worst case: AllR receivers are
potential NAK senders.

� NAK latency in the average case:Rl receivers are
potential NAK senders.

Note that the feedback latency increases with a decreas-
ing Rl. For this reason we examine latency for theav-
erage case, whereRl < R receivers are potential NAK
senders.

For each distribution, we evaluate the tradeoff between
the expected numberE[X ] of NAKs in the worst case
whereR receivers want to send a NAK and the expected
feedback latencyE[Mp] in the average case where only
Rl receivers want to send a NAK.

For both cases, the same interval sizeT is used. For
the uniform distribution,(E[Mp]; E[X ]) is uniquely de-
termined byT . The exponential and beta distribution have
another parameter� or a. This parameter is adjusted to
the worst case, where allR receivers are willing to send a
NAK: E[X ] is minimized for a group ofR receivers, and
the corresponding�o or ao is used to evaluate the tradeoff
in T .

Theexpected NAK latency E[Mp] is the feedback la-
tency in the average case. It is obtained by substitutingR

9
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Figure 14: NAK latencyE[Mp] for optimal implosion
avoidance withR = 102 receivers.

by Rl in E[M ]. The expected numberE[X ] of NAKs is
given as before.

Figure 14 shows the expected NAK latencyE[Mp] ver-
sus the expected numberE[X ] of NAKs for R = 102 re-
ceivers. This shows that on the average just one receiver
will see a loss and send a NAK. The exponential distri-
bution outperforms the other two distributions for up to
E[X ] < 30 NAKs in the worst case: For the same ex-
pected numberE[X ] of NAKs in the worst case the first
NAK of the average case is returned faster with the expo-
nential distribution than with the other distributions. For
a larger group ofR = 106 receivers, the benefit of using
the exponential distribution is even higher, compare figure
15.

Figure 15 shows that it is possible to adjust the expo-
nential distribution forR = 106 receivers such that in the
worst case an average of4 NAKs are returned and in the
average case, the first NAK is delayed by only5 one-way
delaysc.

We adjusted the three timer distributions for the same
performance in feedback suppression for the case where
all R receivers want to send feedback and examined the
feedback latency for the case where only a subgroup of
Rl < R receivers want to send feedback. Exponentially
distributed timers result in faster feedback from the sub-
group than with the other two timer distributions.
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Figure 15: NAK latencyE[Mp] for optimal implosion
avoidance withR = 106 receivers.

Due to the superior performance of exponentially dis-
tributed timers we will henceforth just consider those.
In the following section we investigate the robustness of
feedback suppression for exponentially distributed timers
in case of loss and heterogeneous network delays.

4 Robustness of Exponentially Dis-
tributed Timers

4.1 Impact of Loss of FBMs

A lost FBM will not suppress the sending of FBMs by
other receivers. While one might expect that loss of FBMs
will result in feedback implosion, we show in the follow-
ing that this is not the case.

We consider the worst case, where a FBM is lost di-
rectly at the feedback sender and is therefore not received
by any of the other receivers. We simulated100 feed-
back rounds and used parameters� = 10 andT = 10c

in order to achieve simulation results that correspond to
the former analytical results (see figure 10). FBMs were
lost with different probabilitiespFBM = 1%; 10%; 50%

and compared to the case of loss-free conditions. Figure
16 shows that the suppression performance of the timer
mechanism is not sensitive to loss of FBMs for loss rates
up topFBM = 10%. We experienced a similar robustness
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also for the average feedback delay. For the very high loss
rate ofpFBM = 50%, the average number of FBMs is de-
creased compared to loss free conditions and the average
feedback latency is slightly increased. The reason for this
behavior is twofold. First, the FBM due to the minimal
timerm is lost with a probability of onlypFBM . Second,
if the FBM due to the minimal timer is lost, the FBM of
the next smallest timerm0 > m that is not lost jumps in
and performs suppression. The number of timers expiring
in [m0;m0 + c] is higher than in[m;m+ c] due to the ex-
ponential distribution. However, feedback implosion does
not happen since these un-suppressed FBMs themselves
are subject to loss.

The investigated feedback mechanism results in the
sending of a few FBMs. These un-suppressed FBMs con-
stitute a natural redundancy useful in a lossy environment.
The results show that feedback suppression using expo-
nentially distributed timers is very robust with respect to
the loss of FBMs.

4.2 Impact of Heterogeneous Delays

In a real network, receivers have different delays to the
sender and different delays between each other. In or-
der to understand the influence of heterogeneous delays
on the timer mechanism, we examine the following two
cases:

� Heterogeneous sender-receiver delaysd i, but homo-
geneous delaysdi;j = c between receivers.

� Homogeneous sender-receiver delaysd i = c, but
heterogeneous delaysdi;j between receivers.

Both cases are compared to the case where the delays be-
tween sender and receivers and between receivers are ho-
mogeneous, i.e.,di;j = di = c.

Heterogeneous delaysdi, or di;j are in both cases beta
distributed (see [10]) on the interval[0; 2c] with parame-
tersa = 2 andb = 2. This means that the average hetero-
geneous delay equals the homogeneous delayc (i.e. either
�di = c, or �di;j = c). The given beta distribution models
a realistic delay distribution. Wei showed [13] for differ-
ent routing algorithms executed on random networks that
the delay distribution follows roughly the beta distribu-
tion. Intuitively, this can be explained as follows: Start-
ing from an origin in the network, the number of nodes
reachable within a certain delay will increase as the de-
lay increases. Since networks are limited in diameter, the
number of nodes reachable within a certain delayD will,
however, go to zero asD approaches the maximum delay
from the origin to any node.

We simulated the FBM suppression by exponentially
distributed timers with� = 10 for this heterogeneous case
for R = 1; : : : ; 103 receivers and used95% confidence
intervals. The interval size for the timer choice isT =

10c.

Heterogeneous delays to the sender

Let us consider the case where the delays between the
sender and the receivers are heterogeneous and the de-
lay between any pair of receiversi; j is homogeneous,
di;j = c.

Figure 17 illustrates that FBM suppression performs
better for small groups,R < 10, in the case of het-
erogeneous sender-receiver delays than for homogeneous
sender-receiver delays. This is caused by a wider spread
of timer settings over[0; 2c+T ] due to the heterogeneous
reception timesdi of the request for feedback, instead of
a more narrow setting in[c; c + T ] with homogeneous
sender-receiver delaysdi = c.

As the group sizeR increases, FBM suppression does
not increasingly benefit anymore from heterogeneous
sender-receiver delays, since the impact of the number
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R of receivers on the density of the timer settings, and
therefore on suppression, is higher than the difference in
the delays.

Heterogeneous delays between receivers

Let us now consider a homogeneous sender-receiver de-
lay, di = c, but heterogeneous delaysdi;j between re-
ceivers, withdi;j 2 [0; 2c]. Therefore, the request for
feedback is received at all receivers at the same time and
all receivers set a timer in the interval[0; T ].

This is, for instance, the case for a forward channel
via a satellite, where receivers are additionally connected
among each other and to the sender via a terrestrial mul-
ticast feedback channel. The request for feedback is sent
via the satellite (homogeneousdi = c) while the delay
di;j between receivers via the terrestrial multicast feed-
back channel is heterogeneous.

Figure 18 shows that for all values ofR, suppression
benefits from heterogeneous delays between receivers.
The reason is that not only does the minimal timer FBM
perform suppression, but FBMs triggered by other small
timers also perform suppression. For example, the FBM
due to the2nd smallest timer may suppress the feedback
sending of the3rd smallest timer. Heterogeneous delays
between receivers therefore result in the suppression of
FBMs that would have been sent in the homogeneous
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Figure 18: Expected numberE[X ] of FBMs for hetero-
geneous inter-receiver delaysdi;j 2 (0; 2d), interval size
T = 10c; � = 10.

case.

From this section we can conclude that feedback sup-
pression byexponentially distributed timers is:

� not sensitive to loss of feedback messages.

� not sensitive to heterogeneous delays between
sender and receiver.

� not sensitive to heterogeneous delays between re-
ceivers.

Instead, these cases contribute to feedback suppression
with probabilistic exponential timers and so lead to even
better suppression performance.

5 Controlling the Feedback Band-
width

Given limited network resources, the bandwidth available
for feedback is limited. With the feedback mechanism
from section 2, the feedback bandwidth is determined by
the amount of feedback returned in the time between two
successive feedback rounds. For a fixed FBM size ofP

bytes, the amount of feedback is given byP � X , where
X is the number of FBMs returned. Therefore, control
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over the feedback bandwidth is provided, if the number
of FBMs of all receivers can be adjusted.

In the following we consider adesired number N of
feedback messages and show how the parameters� andT
can be tuned to obtain, on average,N feedback messages
with low feedback latency. To keep the sender implemen-
tation simple, we give closed-form expressions for� and
T .

First, assume that the numberR of receivers is known.
For how to estimate the number of receivers see [5, ch. 5].
In section 2.3 it is shown thatE[X ] is a convex function
with a minimum at�o that is nearly independent ofT .
This allows us to determine a�o for optimal suppression
- dependent only on the number of receivers:R 7! � o.
Figure 19 shows the�o obtained for a given interval size,
T , by minimization ofE[X ] based on a golden section
search and parabolic interpolation [14]. This is one way to
adjust�o to the number of receivers. Another possibility
is to approximate�o by a closed-form expression.

¿From figure 19 we observe that�o depends almost lin-
early onloge(R). We further observe that the dependency
of �o on the interval sizeT is minor. Taking this observa-
tions into account,�o is approximated by�0o for a given
R:

�0o � a � loge(R) + b

Parametersa andb are found by numerically fitting the
polynomial�0o(x) = a � x + b to �o(x) for ex = R =

10; : : : ; 106 receivers.

T = 2c T = 5c T = 10c T = 20c

a 1.0383 1.0740 1.1000 1.185
b -0.4214 0.4651 0.7326 0.8563

Table 1: Polynomial fitting of�0o to �o.

Table 1 shows the fitted parametersa andb for differ-
ent interval sizesT = 2c; 5c; 10c; 20c. The value ofa is
stable between1:0383 < a < 1:185, while b deviates for
a small interval sizeT = 2c from the other values ofb.
Such small interval sizes do not allow for good suppres-
sion for most of the numbers of receivers used in the fit-
ting process – witha; b for T = 2c in case of103 receivers
already62:3 FBMs are expected. Therefore, the deviation
for small interval sizes is ignored and the parameters are
chosen asa = 1:1 andb = 0:8. The adjustment of�o is
then given by:

�o = 1:1 � loge(R) + 0:8 (18)

Given �o, the tradeoff between the expected number of
FBMs Eq. (16) and the feedback latency Eq. (17) is deter-
mined solely by the interval sizeT . For increasingT , the
expected numberE[X ] of FBMs is decreases and the ex-
pected feedback latency due to timers increases linearly.
Therefore,T is chosen as the smallest value for which
E[X ] = N , whereN is the desired number of FBMs for
R receivers. The expected number of FBMs can be ap-
proximated, since a large numberR of receivers makes
the following term converge to0 for T > c:

lim
R�!1

�
1� e��

c
T

1� e��

�R
= 0

Thus,E[X ] is approximated by:

E(X) � R
e�

c
T � 1

e� � 1
+ e�

c
T (19)

If more FBMs are desired than there are receivers (N �

R), the interval size is set toT = 0 and every receiver
sends feedback immediately. If suppression is needed
(N < R), �o is used andT set such that the minimum
of E[X ] equals the desired number,N , of FBMs. By
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solving Eq. (19) forT we obtain the expression for the
adjustment of the interval sizeT :

T =

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

0 ; N � R

�o � c

loge

�
N +R 1

e�o�1

�
� loge

�
1 +R 1

e�o�1

�

; N < R
(20)

The error incurred by the approximation via Eqs. (18) and
(20) is evaluated in the following. Figure 20 shows the
expected numberE[X ] of FBMs forN = 3; 10; 100 de-
sired FBMs. We observe that the desired numberN of
FBMs is approached very fast. The discontinuity in the
curves comes from the fact that forN � R all receivers
send immediately feedback. It can be observed that the
adjustment of� andT in the given fashion works well for
widely differingN .

The corresponding feedback latency shown in figure 21
is low and does not vary significantly with the number
of receivers. Even in the case whereN = 3 FBMs are
desired fromR = 106 receivers (999; 997 suppressions)
on average, the first FBM is delayed only for2c, which
corresponds to one round trip time.

We gave closed-form expressions in Eqs. (18) and (20)
for the adjustment of parameters� andT to achieve a
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Figure 21: Feedback latency for the adjustment of pa-
rameters� andT to a desired mean number of FBMs
N = 3; 10; 100.

desired mean numberN of FBM. Parameter� is chosen
such that the number of feedback messages is minimized
for a given number of receivers. ParameterT is chosen
such that the desired numberN of FBMs equals this min-
imum. Due to the tradeoff between number of FBMs and
feedback latency this adjustment yields low feedback la-
tency.

Throughout this section we assumed that the number,
R, of receivers is either known exactly, or that there exists
an estimatêR for the number of receivers. In the follow-
ing we investigate the robustness of the parameter adjust-
ment in case of an error in the receiver estimate.

Erroneous Receiver Estimate

The number of receivers might change, or the estimate of
the number of receivers might be erroneous. We examine
the danger of feedback implosion if the actual numberR

of receivers is different from the estimatêR. Parameters
� andT are adjusted via Eqs. (18) and (20) forN = 10

desired feedback messages and for estimates of the num-
ber of receiversR̂ = 102; 103; 104. From figure 22 we
observe that the parameter adjustment results in the de-
sired number of FBMs obtained just at the end of the flat
segment ofE[X ], right before the expected numberE[X ]

of FBMs starts slowly to increase when the actual num-
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ber of receivers is higher than the estimateR̂. First, at this
point the feedback latency is low, compare figure 10 and
figure 11. Second, we observe that the parameter adjust-
ment is robust against a poor receiver estimate. If the real
number of receivers is one order of magnitude higher than
estimated, the number of FBMs only doubles or triples. If
the real number of receivers is one order of magnitude
lower than estimated, the number of FBMs stays roughly
constant.

To assure that feedback implosion is avoided, we pro-
pose to adjust the parameters� andT using a worst case
receiver estimatêRmax > R̂. If the receiver group is
known to be stable,̂Rmax can be chosen close tôR to
decrease feedback latency.

6 Unicast Feedback

Feedback suppression as introduced in section 2 requires
a multicast feedback channel forevery receiver. In this
section we show how the same mechanism can be made
to work in the presence of unicast feedback channels from
the receivers back to the sender.

Unicast feedback has several advantages:

� The state in the routers is reduced for multicast rout-
ing algorithms, such as DVMRP [15], that keep state
not per multicast group but per multicast sender. In
such a case a separate multicast tree is built for ev-

ery multicast sender, even if the senders belong to
the same group. Receivers that multicast feedback
are senders and the state in the network is therefore
proportional to the number of receivers.

� Feedback suppression is possible for satellite net-
works, using a terrestrial unicast feedback channel.

Feedback suppression requires receivers to be aware of
feedback sent by other receivers.

For unicast feedback, the missing multicast feedback
channel isemulated. On the receipt of the first unicast
feedback message, the sender multicasts information to
all receivers to indicate that the feedback round is closed.
On the reception of this message, receivers suppress feed-
back for this round.

For a multicast feedback channel, a natural robustness
against FBM loss exists that assures feedback suppres-
sion, see section 4, since multiple FBMs are sent, each
of which is able to suppress other feedback sending. To
achieve a similar robustness to FBM loss for unicast feed-
back, the sender must indicate to the receivers the end of
the feedback round several times. Several possibilities ex-
ist:

� The sender forwards every FBM received.

� The sender indicates several times, using the forward
multicast channel, the end of feedback roundI .

� The sender starts a new feedback roundI + 1. Re-
ceivers that have pending feedback for roundJ <

I + 1, then suppress this feedback.

The advantages of unicast feedback are offset by a
larger feedback delay. This larger feedback delay, in turn,
must be taken into account, when determining timer in-
tervals. The round trip of the feedback via the sender re-
sults in a delaydi;j between two receiversi andj that is
given by the sum of the symmetric delaysd i anddj to the
sender:

di;j = di + dj

For unicast feedback and homogeneous delaysd i = dj =

c, the distancedi;j between receivers becomesdi;j = 2c,
as opposed to the case of multicast feedback, whered i;j =

c. The interval sizeT adjusted with Eq. (20) in proportion
to the distance between receivers; thereforeT also dou-
bles. Since the feedback latency (Eq. (17)) is proportional
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to T , it will also double. The expected numberE[X ] of
FBMs in Eq. (16) will not change, since it is determined
by the ratio of the distance between receivers and the in-
terval size: c=T for the case of multicast feedback and
2c=2T = c=T for unicast feedback. As a consequence,
the results from previous sections hold also for the case of
unicast feedback, except that the expected feedback delay
E[M ] due to timers will double.

7 Discussion and Related Work

Ammar has defined the feedback problem as response col-
lection via several cost functions [16]. Most research on
the feedback implosion problem has been driven by reli-
able multicast feedback.

Two major classes of feedback mechanisms exist that
provide a solution to thefeedback implosion problem:

� Hierarchical approaches [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]: Are an
inherent solution to thefeedback implosion problem
and ensure a limited number of FBMs by accumula-
tion/filtering in subgroups.

� Approaches based on MAC protocols [22, 23, 3, 4]:
The feedback problem in multicast communication
is related to the problem of Medium Access Control
[24]: The multicast channel constitutes the shared
medium and messages sent on the multicast channel
are seen by every connected group member. A to-
ken mechanism as in token ring is proposed in [22]
and random timers with exponential back-off as in
CSMA/CD [25] are used in XTP [23] or the SRM
protocol [3, 4].

Both classes of solutions are not without disadvantages:
Hierarchical approaches require the setup of the hierar-
chy of subgroups and can not be employed in a scenario
like satellite distribution with unicast backward channels.
Approaches based on MAC protocols suffer from scala-
bility problems. Tokens lead to high feedback latencies
and random timers in [3, 4] are based on a uniform distri-
bution. The analysis in [2] compares multicast feedback
with random uniform timers to unicast feedback with re-
spect to the cost in terms of number of control packets per
link. The authors conclude that unicast control packets
outperform multicast control packets for a small number
of receivers.

SRM [3] exploits heterogeneous delays for a determin-
istic suppression, but needs a delay estimated̂i to the
sender. This involves at least one packet sending from
every receiveri, resulting for large groups ofR receivers
in a high amount of control traffic proportional toR. The
optimal deterministic timers setting of Grossglauser [26]
ensures only one NAK. However, the scheme requires the
knowledge of the delay and network support for the timer
setting.

Our mechanism does not suffer from any of these draw-
backs, since it is a pure end-to-end mechanism. It does not
rely on a full table of delay estimates to all receivers and
its complexity is independent of the number of receivers.
It does not need any network support except for data deliv-
ery and it does not need topological information. It can be
employed in any kind of multicast capable network, also
in networks where the feedback channel is only unicast.

Another end-to-end solution based on probabilistic
feedback with exponential steps is the probing method of
Bolot [6] that proceeds in discrete rounds. Using discrete
rounds leads to very good performance for suppression
but incurs a higher feedback latency than our scheme that
uses a single round.

8 Conclusions

We investigated probabilistic feedback for multicast
groups of up to106 receivers by analysis and simulation.
Our main results are:

� Exponentially distributed timer settings lead to a
lower feedback latency and better feedback suppres-
sion than existing schemes based on uniform dis-
tributed timer settings.

� Probabilistic feedback with exponential timers is
scalable with the number of receivers and avoids
feedback implosion while assuring moderate feed-
back latency.

Based on these results we proposed a new timer-based
feedback scheme that requires very little state, does not
need any network support other than data delivery, and
adapts to the number of receivers:

� It avoids feedback implosion and assures low feed-
back latency.
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� It is robust under loss of feedback messages.

� It works for heterogeneous and homogeneous delays
between multicast group members and can therefore
be employed on nearly any kind of network includ-
ing satellite-based networks.

� It allows to control the feedback bandwidth by ad-
justing the parameters dependent on the trade-off
between average number of feedback messages re-
turned and the latency for the feedback.

� It allows to estimate the number of receivers (see [5,
ch. 5]).

� It is robust against an erroneous receiver estimate.

� It can operate on networks that only provide unicast
feedback channels.
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